CONSOLIDATED GLASS HOLDINGS - THE SOLUTIONS WE PROVIDE and How We Can Help

1. CGH FEATURES innovative fabricated glass products that are:
   - ENERGY-EFFICIENT
   - PROTECTIVE
   - HIGH-QUALITY
   - SUSTAINABLE

2. SOME OF THE MOST architecturally intriguing and iconic structures around the world showcase glass fabricated by CGH companies.

3. AT 5 MANUFACTURING PLANTS, CGH trains and maintains best-in-class workforces who work on cutting-edge machinery and produce high-quality products.

4. CGH COMPANIES ARE CERTIFIED by leading glass manufacturers—enabling our companies to supply top products with trusted service.

5. FROM A DESIGN AND EDUCATION PERSPECTIVE, CGH companies provide LEED certification assistance and continuing education programs.

6. AS A FAMILY OF LEADING GLASS FABRICATORS, CGH companies provide insulating, tempered, laminated, spandrel, decorative, bent, and interior glass products, as well as INVISIWALL® engineered glass systems.

7. WITH AN EYE ON SECURITY AND PROTECTION, CGH companies offer ballistic, bomb, riot, and forced-entry resistant materials, as well as one of the industry’s most trusted school protection specific products—CHILDGARD®.

LEARN MORE ABOUT US AT CGHINC.COM